In this paper, we are interested in improving the performance of TCP flows over wireless networks with a given constructive intersession network coding scheme. We are motivated by the observation that TCP does not fully exploit the potential of the underlying network coding opportunities. In order to improve the performance of TCP flows over coded wireless networks, without introducing changes to TCP itself, we propose a network-coding aware queue management scheme (NCAQM) that is implemented at intermediate network coding nodes and bridges the gap between network coding and TCP rate control. The design of NCAQM is grounded on the network utility maximization (NUM) framework and includes the following mechanisms. NCAQM: 1) stores coded packets at intermediate nodes in order to use the buffer space more efficiently; 2) determines what fraction of the flows should be coded together; and 3) drops packets at intermediate nodes so that it matches the rates of parts of different TCP flows that are coded together. We demonstrate, via simulation, that NCAQM significantly improves TCP throughput compared to TCP over baseline queue management schemes.
has also been observed [1] that TCP does not exploit the full potential of the underlying network coding, mainly due to its bursty behavior. Rate mismatch between flows can significantly reduce the coding opportunities, as there may not be enough packets from different flows at intermediate nodes to code together. One possible solution is to delay packets at intermediate nodes [4] , until more packets arrive and can be coded together. However, the throughput increases with small delay (due to more coding opportunities), but decreases with large delay (which reduces the TCP rate); the optimal delay depends on the network topology and the background traffic and also may change over time. Thus, in many networking scenarios, introducing delay is not practical.
We consider the same problem, but we propose a different approach. Our main observation is that the mismatch between flow rates is due to the dynamic/bursty nature of TCP. Therefore, the problem can be eliminated by making modifications to congestion control mechanisms (at the endpoints) and/or to queue management schemes (at intermediate nodes) to make them network coding-aware. Our key intuition is that queue management at intermediate nodes can intelligently drop packets so as to match the (parts of the) rates of TCP flows that are coded together and create more network coding opportunities. In order to efficiently implement this idea, we take the following steps.
We formulate network utility maximization for unicast flows over wireless networks with intersession network coding [5] , [6] . We assume that a known constructive network coding scheme is deployed in a wireless mesh network; examples include COPE [1] for one-hop network coding and BFLY [2] for two-hop network coding. The solution of the network utility maximization (NUM) problem decomposes into several parts, each of which has an intuitive interpretation, such as end-to-end congestion control (rate control), queue management, and scheduling.
The structure of the optimal solution dictates minimal and intuitive implementation changes. We design a queue management scheme that mimics the structure of the optimal solution so as to fully exploit network coding opportunities. Our scheme, which we refer to as "network coding-aware queue management" (NCAQM), implements three key ideas at intermediate nodes. First, NCAQM stores coded packets at intermediate nodes so as to use the limited buffer space more efficiently. Second, it determines what fraction of the flows should be coded together. Third, NCAQM appropriately selects which packets to drop during congestion so as to control the TCP transmission rate and match the parts of TCP flows that are coded together. (Note that we do not match the full rates of TCP flows, but we match the rates of the network coded parts of TCP flows.) This matching of TCP rates increases the network coding opportunities (since there exists packets from different flows to code together) and eventually the throughput. We note that the queues at intermediate nodes, which are already used for network coding, are natural places to implement such changes with minimal implementation cost. More importantly, we do not propose any practical modifications to TCP or MAC (802.11). Therefore, NCAQM is well suited for practical deployment. We evaluate our proposal via simulation in GloMoSim [7] and we show that TCP over NCAQM significantly outperforms TCP over baseline schemes (e.g., doubles the throughput improvement in some scenarios).
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses related work. Section III presents the system model. Section IV presents the optimization problem and solution. Section V presents the design of NCAQM. Section VI presents simulation results. Section VII extends our framework to multihop network coding. Section VIII concludes the paper.
II. RELATED WORK
This paper builds on constructive network coding schemes in wireless mesh networks. We rely on such a given scheme to provide the available coded and uncoded flows to higher layers. We then seek to optimize the treatment of these flows at the endpoints and/or at intermediate nodes so as to maximize network coding opportunities.
Constructive Network Coding and Follow-Up Work: The first, and probably best known, constructive network coding scheme was COPE [1] , which is a one-hop network coding scheme across unicast sessions. BFLY [2] extends this idea to exploit butterfly structures in a wireless network. Our framework builds on one-hop constructive intersession network coding such as COPE [1] , and is extended for multihop constructive schemes, such as BFLY [2] , or tiling approaches [8] .
Constructive network coding schemes has generated a lot of interest. Some researchers modeled and analyzed COPE, e.g., [9] [10] [11] . Some others proposed new coded wireless systems, based on the idea of COPE [2] , [12] . The capacity characterization of one-hop network coding is investigated in [13] and [14] . The interaction of network coding with MAC fairness is considered in [15] . Our goal in this paper is to improve the performance of TCP flows over coded wireless networks. We note that the problem with TCP performance over COPE is noted in [1] . As discussed in the introduction, [4] addressed the problem by delaying packets. Here, we take a different approach and create coding opportunities via queue management and congestion control. More specifically, we aim at improving TCP performance over constructive network coding schemes by complementing them with an NCAQM.
NUM in Coded Systems: Our analysis falls within the classic framework of NUM [5] , [16] . A significant body of work has looked at the joint optimization of intra-and/or intersession network coding of unicast flows. For example, in [17] , minimum-cost multicast over network-coded wireline and wireless networks was studied. This work was extended for rate control in [18] for wireline networks. Distributed algorithms for minimum-cost multicast over interference-limited wireless networks are developed in [19] [20] [21] . The rate region of multicast flows when network coding is used is studied in [22] and [23] . Resource allocation problem for unicast flows is closely related to the problem we consider in this paper. For example, rate control, routing, and scheduling for generation-based intrasession network coding over wireless networks is considered in [24] . Optimal scheduling and optimal routing for COPE are considered in [9] and [11] , respectively. Network utility maximization is used in [25] for end-to-end pairwise intersession network coding. Energy-efficient opportunistic intersession network coding over wireless is proposed in [26] , following a node-based NUM formulation and its solution based on backpressure. A linear optimization framework for packing butterflies is proposed in [27] .
Compared to prior NUM problems in coded networks, we focus on the congestion control problem for multiple unicast flows over wireless with a given intersession network coding scheme. The most similar formulations are provided in [18] and [21] , but for multicast flows and intrasession network coding.
Dealing With Wireless Loss: There is an extended work in the literature to improve TCP performance over wireless networks. Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) to distinguish between wireless and congestion loss and have TCP react only to congestion is one of the solutions. We list a few of other solutions in the following. When retransmissions exceed the delay budget, end-to-end redundancy may also be used to combat loss on the path [28] . The error-correcting capabilities of intrasession network coding have recently been used in conjunction with the TCP sliding window in [29] . One-hop intersession network coding is proposed in [30] considering generation-based intrasession network coding for error correction. All these works are aspects orthogonal to the focus of NCAQM, which is the network coding-aware queue management to improve network coding benefit and can potentially be combined with them.
Protocol Design: Our work takes a step from theory (optimization) to practice (protocol design) for the problem of queue management for TCP flows over intersession network coding. We propose implementation changes, which have a number of desired features: They are justified and motivated by analysis, they perform well (double the throughput in simulations), and they are minimal.
Comparison to Our Prior Work: This paper is an improved and extended version of our conference paper [31] . It includes significantly extended sections on simulations of performance as well as new numerical results on the convergence of our schemes. It also extends the framework from one-hop to multihop network coding.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
In this section, we provide an overview of the system model and assumptions that we use to develop our NCAQM scheme using NUM framework for one-hop opportunistic network coding.
Sources/Flows: Let be the set of unicast flows between some source-destination pairs. Each flow is associated with a rate and a utility function , which we assume to be a strictly concave function of . The goal is to maximize the total utility function . Wireless Network: We consider a wireless network that consists of nodes and edges, where is the set of nodes and is the set of edges. In this setup, a hyperarc is a collection of links from node to a nonempty set of next-hop nodes that are interested in receiving the same network code through a broadcast transmission from . A hypergraph represents the wireless network, and is the set of hyperarcs. For simplicity, denotes a hyperarc, denotes node , and denotes node , i.e., and . We use these terms interchangeably in the rest of the paper.
Due to the shared nature of the wireless media, transmission over different hyperarcs may interfere. We consider the protocol model of interference [32] , according to which, each node can either transmit or receive at the same time and all transmissions in the range of the receiver are considered as interfering. Given a hypergraph , we can construct the conflict graph , whose vertices are the hyperarcs of and edges indicate interference between hyperarcs. A clique consists of several hyperarcs, at most one of which can transmit at the same time without interference.
Network Coding: We assume that intermediate nodes use COPE [1] for one-hop opportunistic network coding (we present the multihop extension in Section VII) with minimal updates. In the following, we briefly explain how COPE works. The updates for NCAQM will be presented in Section V.
Each node listens to all transmissions in its neighborhood, stores the overheard packets in its decoding buffer, and periodically advertises the content of its decoding buffer to its neighbors. Then, when a node wants to transmit a packet, it checks or estimates the contents of the decoding buffer of its neighbors. If there is a network coding opportunity, the node combines the relevant packets using simple coding operations (XOR) and broadcasts the combination to . Note that it is possible to construct more than one network code over a hyperarc . We assume that is the set of network codes over a hyperarc , and be the set of flows, whose packets are coded together using code . Routing: We consider that each flow follows a single path from the source to the destination. This path is predetermined by a routing protocol, e.g., OLSR or AODV, and given as input to our problem. However, note that several different hyperarcs may connect two consecutive nodes along the path. We set an indicator function if flow is transmitted through hyperarc using network code . Otherwise, . Equivalently, if flow is transmitted through hyperarc using network code , then . Otherwise, . Example 1: The example shown in Fig. 1 illustrates the problem we consider. Since node can transmit in one time-slot, instead of in two time-slots, network coding has the potential to improve throughput. Let us consider that and where are uncoded parts and are coded parts of flow rates, and , respectively. However, if there is mismatch between the network coded parts of rates, i.e., of the two flows, node may not have packets from the two flows to code together at all times, and thus does not exploit the full potential of network coding. We confirmed this intuition through simulations in this example topology. When the buffer size was Fig. 1 . "X. topology." Source transmits a flow with rate to receiver and source transmits a flow with rate to receiver , over the intermediate node .
and transmit their packets and , in two time-slots, and node receives them. Furthermore, overhears and overhears because and are in the same transmission range and they can overhear each other. In the next time-slot, broadcasts the network coded packet, over hyperarc . Since and have overheard and , they can decode their packets and , respectively. set to 10 packets at each node and the bandwidth was 1 Mb/s for each link, we observed that 50% of the time, there were no packets from the two flows at the same time at node to code together. For smaller queue sizes and larger transmission rates, there were even fewer coding opportunities. This means that there is potential for improvement by updating the protocols so as to mitigate the rate mismatch between coded parts of TCP flows. This is the observation that motivates this paper.
IV. NETWORK UTILITY MAXIMIZATION FORMULATION
In this section, we provide NUM formulation and solution for wireless networks with one-hop opportunistic network coding. This approach (i.e., NUM formulation and its solution) sheds light into the structure of our NCAQM scheme.
A. Problem Formulation
The objective is to maximize the total utility function 1 by selecting: the flow rates at sources ; their traffic splitting parameter (following the terminology of [18] ) into network codes over hyperarc ; and the percentage of time each hyperarc is used
The first constraint is the capacity constraint.
indicates the part of flow rate allocated to the th network code over hyperarc . The rate of the th network code is the maximum rate among flows coded together in code : [17] . Different network codes over share the available capacity , where is the transmission capacity of ; since is a set of links, is the minimum:
where is the capacity of link , and is the probability of successful transmission over link . 2 The second constraint is the flow conservation constraint: At every node on the path of source , the sum of over all network codes and hyperarcs should be equal to 1. Indeed, when a flow enters a particular node , it can be transmitted to its next hop as part of different network coded and uncoded flows. The third constraint is due to interference. As mentioned, is the percentage of time is used. The vector of 's should be in the convex hull of all feasible link activation policies, . Calculation of is explained later in this section.
B. Solution
By relaxing the capacity constraint in (1), we get the Lagrangian function (2) where is the Lagrange multiplier, which can be interpreted as the queue size at hyperarc , as discussed later. To decompose the Lagrangian, we rewrite as
where is a new variable, which we call the dominance indicator. It indicates whether the source has the maximum rate among all flows coded together in the th network code, or not. In Section V, we will see that only the dominant flow in a network code needs to back off during congestion. The objective function in (3) is not strictly concave in , and this causes oscillations in the solution of the Lagrange function in (2) . We use the proximal method [36] while solving (3) to eliminate the oscillations. The details of our solution with the proximal method are in Appendix A.
Let be the solution to (3) . By rewriting as , the Lagrange function in (2) can be expressed as:
. Now, we can decompose the Lagrangian into the following intuitive problems: rate control, traffic splitting, scheduling, and Lagrange multiplier (queue size) update. These subproblems are iteratively solved as explained next.
Rate Control: First, we solve the Lagrangian with respect to at iteration (4) 2 Note that and are equivalent constraints because the condition is equivalent to , and is equivalent to . In the rest of the paper, we omit the indicator function for brevity except for the formulations in Section VII.
where is the inverse function of the derivative of . Now, define and . Noting that , the rate can be expressed as (5) In the special case where proportional fairness is desired, , leading to , i.e., is inversely proportional to the total network coded queue sizes over the path of flows .
Traffic Splitting: Second, we solve the Lagrangian for at iteration : At each node along the path (i.e., ), the traffic splitting problem can be expressed as
We use the proximal method [36] to solve the optimization problem in (6) . The details of our solution with the proximal method are provided in Appendix A.
Scheduling: Third, we solve the Lagrangian for
where . Note that is determined by taking into account interference: All hyperarcs in a clique interfere and should time-share the medium. The scheduling problem in (7) should be solved for all cliques in the hypergraph, which requires listing all maximal cliques. This may require exponential time as there may exist graphs with exponentially many maximal cliques. This problem can be approximated to a maximum weighted matching problem [16] , [37] , [38] that can be solved in polynomial time [39] , and its approximation to near-linear time is possible [40] . However, approximation algorithms are different problems on their own, and we consider them out of scope of this paper. Our goal in this section is to understand the structure of the decomposed solution and use it in the design part (Section V). Thus, we do not consider any approximation in this section.
Lagrange Multiplier (Queue Size) Update: We find using a gradient descent algorithm at iteration :
. Equivalently (8) where is a small constant, and the operator makes the Lagrange multipliers positive.
can be interpreted as the queue size at hyperarc at iteration . Indeed, in (8),
is updated with the difference between the incoming and outgoing traffic at . Therefore, we call the hyperarc-queue, or h-queue for brevity. We confirmed the convergence of 's via numerical calculations as seen in Appendix B.
V. NETWORK CODING-AWARE IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we use the properties of the NUM solution provided in Section IV to propose modifications to make protocols network coding-aware. It turns out that only changes to queue management are crucial, while TCP and MAC can remain intact. This makes our proposal amenable to practical deployment.
We refer to our Network Coding-Aware Queue Management scheme as NCAQM. Its goal is to interact with TCP congestion control in such a way that it matches the rates of the network coded parts of TCP flows and thus increases network coding opportunities. It achieves this goal through the following minimal changes at intermediate nodes.
1) Storing network coded packets: NCAQM stores coded packets in an output queue in order to use the buffer space more efficiently. 2) Traffic splitting: NCAQM determines what fraction of the flows should be coded together. 3) Handling congestion: NCAQM handles congestion with local decisions; i.e., during congestion, NCAQM drops packets at intermediate nodes so that the rates of the network coded parts of different TCP flows match. Next, we explain these NCAQM functionalities in detail. Also, we provide further discussions on scheduling as well as the distributed nature of NCAQM.
A. Storing Network Coded Packets
In our implementation, node maintains a single physical output queue , which stores all packets from all flows (these packets may be coded or uncoded depending on the opportunities) passing through it. In (8) , the incoming traffic is the sum of the network coded flows. This means that network coded packets should be stored at intermediate nodes. Motivated by this fact, NCAQM codes packets as they are inserted to output queues. If a network coding opportunity does not exist when a packet arrives at node , we just store it in in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) manner. The uncoded packet may be coded later (during its lifetime at node ) by running a network coding algorithm periodically. The network coding algorithm that NCAQM uses is summarized in Algorithm 1 and explained in detail in the following. Let , where is the first and is the last packet in the queue ( is the buffer size, i.e., the maximum number of packets that can be stored in ). First, is picked for network coding. Since also stores network coded packets, may be already coded. Independently of whether is network coded or not, it can be further coded with other packets in the queue beginning from if the following two conditions are satisfied: 1) the packets constructing and should be from different flows; and 2)
should be decodable at the next hop of all packets that construct the network code, i.e., should be decodable at the next hop of as well as at the Update 10: end for next hop of . If these conditions are satisfied, we say that the network code is an eligible network code, and is replaced by . Then, is checked for network coding, etc. Note that the packets in the queue can be overwritten, but "useful" information is not lost: The eligibility requirements for network coding ensure that the new packet (after coding and overwriting is such that the interested receivers can still decode). After all packets are checked for network coding, the output queue is updated: 1) the final packet is stored in the first slot of the output queue; and 2) the memory allocated to other packets is freed. Then, the same algorithm is run for packet , etc. When a transmission opportunity arises, the first packet from the output queue is checked for network coding again and broadcast over the hyperarc.
B. Traffic Splitting
The decomposed NUM solution in (6) determines the traffic splitting parameters . Note that this solution is optimal as a solution of the NUM problem. Yet, the solution converges to the optimal solution in some duration (see Appendix B). Furthermore, due to TCP dynamics (e.g., backoffs), the solution may fluctuate. To avoid convergence time and any fluctuations due to TCP dynamics, we determine parameters based on the information of overheard packets. Our motivation is based on the NUM solution. In particular, through numerical calculations, we made the following observation:
converges to the percentage of time that packets from flow are transmitted with the th network code over at node . In our implementation, we use this observation to estimate traffic splitting parameters. The details are provided in the following.
Let be the next-hop node of flow from node , and be the number of overheard packets at node from flow over time window . Node determines the traffic splitting parameters for flow periodically according to Algorithm 2. The algorithm mainly allocates among network codes noting the constraint in (6) . As long as (i.e., as long as there still remains a part of the flow that has not been allocated), a hyperarc and code pair that maximizes the number of code-able packets is selected (line 4 in Algorithm 2). According to the number of the overheard packets that are used to decode this code, is determined (lines 6 and 8 in Algorithm 2). At each iteration, the evaluated code is removed from the code and , respectively.) Finally, one can wonder why traffic splitting parameter is calculated separately from network coding since the network coding algorithm (Algorithm 1) naturally splits packets in a flow to coded and uncoded packets. Although it is true that packets are split to coded and uncoded packets using the network coding algorithm (Algorithm 1), the network coding algorithm (Algorithm 1), hence the traffic splitting due to network coding, is opportunistic. On the other hand, the traffic splitting algorithm (Algorithm 2) determines the traffic splitting parameters using the overheard packets in a time window . This calculation gives us better estimate on the traffic splitting parameters.
C. Handling Congestion
Maintaining Virtual Queues: In addition to the output queue , we also keep track of virtual queues , , and to mimic the solution of our NUM problem to handle congestion. Note that we maintain virtual, not physical, queues because the latter would be difficult in practice since total buffer size is limited and allocating it multiple buffers is not an efficient way of using the limited buffer size. In the following, we explain in detail how , , and are calculated. is determined by counting the number of packets from flow in the output queue . Note that includes all packets from flow including coded and uncoded packets.
According to (8) , is calculated as . Note that at time is updated by the incoming traffic and the outgoing traffic . A straightforward approach is to calculate by directly using its formulation; i.e., measure incoming traffic and the outgoing traffic , and calculate accordingly. On the other hand, the difference between the incoming traffic and the outgoing traffic is equal to the current queue size. Using this fact, we can calculate using the current queue size. where . Note that this calculation corresponds to the solution in (3) .
Handling Congestion With Packet Dropping (Algorithm 3): For logarithmic utility, the optimal rate control in (5) is , where corresponds to the length of the network coded queue size of flow at node . The optimal rate is inversely proportional to the sum of these queue sizes across all nodes on its path . This is essentially a generalization of standard optimal rate control [6] to account for network coding in the calculation of queue sizes.
The fact that the flow rate is inversely proportional with increasing queue size over the path of flow is similar to TCP's end-to-end congestion control algorithm. In particular, when a queue size increases at a node, it drops one or more packets, and TCP reacts to packet drops by reducing its rate. Thus, TCP reduces its flow rate when queue size increases. This gives us the intuition that TCP mimics the rate control part of the decomposed solution. This intuition has been mentioned and validated in [5] , [6] , [41] , and [42] without network coding. We use the same approach, but with necessary updates required for network coding. In particular, we propose a packet dropping scheme at the queue (Algorithm 3) by taking into account not only congestion but also network coding. Essentially, TCP still reacts to drops, but these drops are caused when the flow is dominant in at least one network coded queue along the path. Next. we explain Algorithm 3 in detail.
When a node is congested, it decides which packet to drop. In order to eliminate the potential rate mismatch between coded parts of the flows, we propose that the node compares the number of all (coded and uncoded) packets of each flow. This is motivated by the rate control in (4) and (5) . In particular, for each flow , node calculates (as mentioned above). Upon congestion, values are compared, and a packet from the flow with the largest is dropped, preferably the last uncoded packet (similar to DropTail). The choice of uncoded packet is so as to hurt only one flow, as opposed to several. If there is a tie in values, one flow is randomly picked to drop a packet. If all packets from the selected flow are coded, a new coming packet(s) is dropped instead.
Example 2: Let us revisit the example in Fig. 1 . There is only one network coded flow over , and assume that link transmission rates are the same. Then, the two flows are always coded together, and their traffic splitting parameters approach to 1. The network coded queue sizes are and , where is the size of the h-queue for , and and are the dominance indicators for the two flows. (Note that we drop the superscript in since there is only one possible code in this example.) Since is constant, depend on and , i.e., which flow has more packets in the output queue. Upon congestion, a packet from the first flow is dropped if it has more packets in the queue. Then, will reduce its rate by transmitting fewer packets, while flow keeps increasing its rate, thus decreasing the probability that there is no packet from the second flow for coding at node . More generally, the interaction of our queue management (NCAQM) mechanism and TCP tends to eliminate the rate mismatch of the coded parts of flows.
D. Scheduling
The scheduling part of the decomposed solution, i.e., (7) , has two disadvantages in the implementation. First of all, the scheduling problem is hard. Even if approximation algorithms [43] are used, they require significant amount of coordination (thus overhead). Moreover, the interaction of the scheduling of the decomposed solution with TCP is nontrivial. For example, direct application of scheduling may: 1) cause packet reordering; 2) increase end-to-end delay. Both are detrimental for the end-to-end rate of TCP. Given these difficulties and our original goal to make minimal changes to protocols, we limit our proposed modifications to the queue management. We do not propose a new scheduling algorithm, and we use FIFO scheme for packet scheduling and transmission, and 802.11 MAC protocol to determine which node should transmit. 
E. Distributed Calculation
At node , NCAQM uses;
to make its decisions. All these parameters are locally calculated based on the number of packets at the queue, except , which depends on the number of overheard packets in the neighborhood. In NCAQM, since each node uses COPE [1] (or BFLY for 2-hop coding [2] as explained in Section VII) for network coding, and these algorithms exchange the information on which packets are overheard, we use this information to calculate . Thus, NCAQM works in a completely distributed manner, and it does not add additional overhead.
VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the throughput of TCP over our proposed scheme (NCAQM) in various topologies and traffic scenarios. We compare it to TCP over the following baseline schemes: no network coding (noNC), which uses FIFO without network coding; COPE [1] , which stores native packets in a FIFO and decides which packets to code together at each transmission opportunity; and the optimal control.
A. Simulation Setup
We used the GloMoSim simulator [7] , which is well suited for wireless. We implemented from scratch the modules for one-hop network coding over wireless mesh networks (COPE) as well as for our proposed scheme (NCAQM).
1) Topologies:
We simulated the topologies shown in Figs. 1-3 . In X and Alice-and-Bob topologies, two unicast flows and meet at intermediate node . In the cross topology, four unicast flows , , , and are transmitted via the relay . In the wheel topology, multiple unicast flows are combined at the intermediate node . Note that the wheel topology is the generalized version of the cross topology. In all these topologies, node is placed in the center of a circle with 90 m radius over 200 200-m terrain and all other nodes are placed around the circle. Finally, we considered the grid topology, in which nodes are distributed over a 300 300-m terrain, divided into nine cells of equal size. Fifteen nodes are divided into sets consisting of one or two nodes, and each set is assigned to a different cell. Nodes in a set are randomly placed within their cell. If both the transmitter and the receiver are in the same cell or in neighboring cells, there is a direct transmission; otherwise, a node in a neighboring cell acts as a relay. If there are more than one neighboring cell, one is chosen at random. In all topologies, a single channel is used for both uplink and downlink transmissions.
2) MAC: We simulated IEEE 802.11 with RTS/CTS enabled and with the following modifications for network coding. First, we need a broadcast medium, which is hidden by the 802.11 protocol. We used the pseudo-broadcasting mechanism of [1] : Packets are XOR-ed in a single unicast packet, an XOR header is added for all nodes that should receive that packet, and the MAC address is set to the address of one of the receivers. A receiver knows whether a packet is targeted to it from the MAC address or the XOR header.
3) Wireless Channel: We used the two-ray path-loss model and Rayleigh fading in Glomosim. We set the average loss rate to 15%. In this setting, the residual loss rate after MAC retransmissions is less than 1%. 3 4) TCP Traffic: We consider FTP/TCP traffic on top of the wireless network. In the Alice-and-Bob, X, cross, and wheel topologies, TCP flows, between the pairs of nodes described above, start at random times within the first 5 s and live until the end of the simulation. In the grid topology, TCP flows arrive according to a Poisson distribution with average six flows per 30 s. The sender and the receiver of a TCP flow are chosen randomly.
B. Simulation Results
In this section, we present simulation results for the Aliceand-Bob, X, cross, wheel, and grid topologies. We compare to: 1) TCP over NCAQM (TCP+NCAQM); 2) TCP over COPE (TCP+COPE); and 3) the optimal solution [note that we use the term "optimal" to refer to the solution of the NUM problem in (1)]. We report the average throughput of each scheme as % improvement over the throughput of the baseline TCP with no network coding (TCP+noNC). In addition, we report transport level throughput. All throughput results reported in this section are averaged over 1-min simulation duration first, then over 10 simulations with different seeds. Table I presents the results for the following parameters: The buffer size at each intermediate node is 10 packets, which corresponds to bandwidth-delay product (BDP) in this simulation scenario; the packet size is 500 B; the channel capacity I  AVERAGE THROUGHPUT IMPROVEMENT COMPARED TO noNC is 1 Mb/s. In this scenario, TCP+NCAQM has three advantages: 1) it stores network coded packets, thus uses the buffer space more effectively; 2) it determines the traffic splitting parameters; and 3) drops packets at intermediate nodes so that the rates of the network coded parts of different TCP flows match, and network coding opportunities increase. Thus, our scheme (TCP+NCAQM) significantly improves throughput as compared to TCP+COPE in all four topologies. It is also seen that there is still a gap between our scheme and the optimal improvement due to the very limited buffer size for multiple flows at the relay. Yet, even in this challenging scenario, TCP+NCAQM significantly improves over TCP+COPE: It doubles the throughput improvement of TCP+COPE.
In Table I , the improvement of TCP+NCAQM and TCP+COPE in Alice-and-Bob topology is slightly smaller as compared to X topology, although Alice-and-Bob and X topologies have the same optimal improvement (33%). In Alice-and-Bob topology, source nodes are also receiver nodes, i.e., and pairs are the same nodes; , respectively. Therefore, transport-level data and ACK packets share the same buffers at these source/receiver nodes. Due to the limited buffer size, some packets are dropped at the source/receiver nodes, and this reduces TCP throughput. It is also seen that the improvement in cross and grid topologies is larger as compared to Alice-and-Bob and X topologies, for the following reasons: 1) in cross topology, four flows (i.e., four packets) are combined at the intermediate node instead of two flows; and 2) in grid topology, we have observed that, during a part of 1-min simulation duration, four or more flows are combined at intermediate nodes.
The estimated traffic splitting parameters (their average over the simulation duration) for Alice-and-Bob topology for the same setup (i.e., as in Table I) are , while the optimum values are , respectively. (Note that we drop the superscript in since there is only one possible code in this example.) We also observed in X and cross topologies that the estimated traffic splitting parameters are very close to the optimum, which shows the effectiveness of our traffic splitting estimation method. Fig. 4 presents the cumulative distributed function (CDF) of throughput improvement for the Alice-and-Bob, X, cross, and grid topologies for the same setup. The CDFs are calculated over 30 seeds. One can see that the CDF of TCP+NCAQM is shifted to significantly higher throughput levels compared to TCP+COPE in all four topologies. For example, TCP+NCAQM improves the throughput more than 20% and 40% in more than 60% of the realizations in Alice-and Bob and X topologies, respectively. We also observe that the CDF of TCP+NCAQM is Fig. 4 . CDF of throughput improvement for (a) Alice-and-Bob [shown in Fig. 2(a) ], (b) X (shown in Fig. 1) , (c) cross [shown in Fig. 2(b) ], and (d) grid (shown in Fig. 3) topologies. Buffer size is 10 packets, packet sizes are 500 B, and the channel capacity is 1 Mb/s. The distributions are generated over 30 seeds. Fig. 2(a) ], (b) X (shown in Fig. 1 ), (c) cross [shown in Fig. 2(b) ], and (d) grid (shown in Fig. 3) topologies. Packet size is 500 B, and channel capacity is 1 Mb/s. shifted to higher throughput levels for the cross and grid topologies because it is possible to code more than two flows together in these topologies. Fig. 5 shows the average transport-level throughput versus the buffer size for the Alice-and-Bob, X, cross, and grid topologies. Packet size is 500 B, and channel capacity is 1 Mb/s. Our observations from Fig. 5 are in the following.
The throughput improvement of TCP+noNC for different buffer sizes is negligible in all topologies. The reason is that 10-packet buffer size is already matched to BDP and TCP utilizes wireless medium effectively for almost all buffer sizes when network coding is not used (TCP+noNC). However, for network coding schemes (TCP+NCAQM and TCP+COPE), the throughput increases significantly with increasing buffer size. The throughput of TCP+COPE increases when buffer sizes increase, which is intuitively expected. The problem addressed in this paper was the mismatch between rates of the coded parts of flows due to the bursty nature of TCP, which reduces coding opportunities. However, when buffer sizes increase, there are more packets available in queues for coding. Thus, TCP+COPE exploits coding opportunities at larger buffers, and its throughput increases. However, even at the large buffer sizes, TCP+NCAQM improves throughput more than TCP+COPE. The improvement of TCP+NCAQM over TCP+COPE and TCP+noNC is significant, thanks to using buffer space more efficiently, traffic splitting, and dropping packets to increase network coding opportunities. Note that the improvement of TCP+NCAQM over TCP+noNC exceeds the optimal throughput at some buffer sizes. The reason is that since TCP+NCAQM uses the buffer more effectively by storing network coded packets instead of uncoded packets, TCP can utilize the medium more effectively, thus the TCP rate increases beyond the network coding benefit. Fig. 6 . Average throughput versus the number of flows in wheel topology shown in Fig. 2(c) . Buffer size is 30 packets, packet size is 500 B, and the channel capacity is 1 Mb/s. Fig. 6 shows throughput versus the number of flows in the wheel topology shown in Fig. 2(c) . The buffer size is 30 packets, the packet size is 500 B, and channel capacity is 1 Mb/s. The throughput of TCP+NCAQM and TCP+COPE increases with the number of flows because when the number of flows increases, there are more network coding opportunities. TCP+NCAQM significantly improves over TCP+COPE for all number of flows for the same reasons explained above. Fig. 7 presents the average transport-level throughput versus channel capacity. The buffer size is 30 packets, and the packet size is 500 B. It can be seen that the throughput of all schemes increases with the increasing capacity. The improvement of TCP+NCAQM is significant. Namely, the improvement of TCP+NCAQM as compared to TCP+noNC increases from 28% to 34%, 33% to 42%, 51% to 55%, and 46% to 57% for the Alice-and-Bob, X, cross, and grid topologies, respectively. The reason is that when the channel capacity increases, more packets share buffer at an intermediate node. Thanks to the buffer usage, traffic splitting, and packet dropping mechanisms, TCP+NCAQM improves the throughput significantly. Fig. 7 . Average throughput versus channel capacity for (a) Alice-and-Bob [shown in Fig. 2(a) ], (b) X (shown in Fig. 1) , (c) cross [shown in Fig. 2(b) ], and (d) grid (shown in Fig. 3) topologies. Buffer size is 30 packets, and packet size is 500 B.
C. Complexity
NCAQM has the following mechanisms: 1) storing network coded packets in an output queue; 2) splitting of flows into uncoded and coded parts; and 3) packet dropping upon congestion. The complexity arises mainly from the number of hyperarcs which connects nodes. However, this is not an issue in practice, because: 1) the number of one-hop neighbors and the number of network coded flows is limited in wireless mesh networks; and 2) the calculation of queue sizes does not need to be online. Therefore, our scheme is suitable for practical deployment, which is confirmed by our GloMoSim simulations. Next, we discuss the complexity of various components in more detail.
Storing Network Coded Packets: The network coding part of NCAQM is handled according to Algorithm 1. In particular, for each packet , the packets from to are checked for network coding. Therefore, the time complexity of the algorithm is polynomial.
Packet Dropping Upon Congestion and Traffic Splitting: NCAQM handles packet dropping according to Algorithm 3. The main complexity of this algorithm comes from line 4, which requires the knowledge of the size of h-queues. However, this is not a bottleneck for NCAQM for the following reasons.
First, we focus on the wireless mesh networks as an underlying system. In such networks, although the number of nodes in the network can be very large, the number of neighboring nodes should be limited due to geometrical constraints [10] and capacity sharing reasons [44] .
Second, it is not required to consider all possible hyperarcs in practice. We observed through simulations that most of the hyperarcs are not used to transmit network coded packets due to lack of network coding opportunities (this is due to topological constraints, not due to TCP burstiness). If for a specific hyperarc, there is no network coding opportunity for some time duration, then h-queue size and the corresponding traffic splitting parameters are no longer calculated. However, if a network coding opportunity arises for a specific hyperarc, then we continue to calculate these values.
Third, when a packet is received by node , an h-queue size is updated. Then, upon congestion, line 4 of Algorithm 3 is executed. Both of these calculations do not require online calculations (e.g., to determine which packet should be transmitted).
Routing: This does not introduce complexity since a path is assigned to each source-destination pair by an underlying routing mechanism (e.g., AODV or OLSR).
VII. MULTIHOP NETWORK CODING
In this section, we extend our framework from one-hop to multihop network coding. We would like to note that our NUM framework in this section is general enough to incorporate any given multihop constructive intersession network coding scheme. We use BFLY [2] in our examples and simulations as one concrete illustrative example.
A. System Model
We consider the same system model as in Section III, with the difference of multihop, as opposed to one-hop network coding. A flow can be network coded and decoded several times over its path . The network coded flow may be transmitted over multiple hops, which we call -hop network coding. -hop network coding is implemented by COPE [1] for , BFLY [2] for , or other network coding schemes for . We assume that a flow cannot be network coded if it (or a part of it) is already coded. This assumption allows us to divide the path to intermediate paths that we call network coding paths. Although this assumption may reduce network coding opportunities in some topologies, it makes the formulation easier. Also, considering the fact that we do not optimize network coding opportunities (as explained in footnote 1), but meet TCP and constructive network coding algorithms, this assumption could be considered as mild. Note that the network coding paths are determined by using the underlying constructive network coding scheme, such as COPE or BFLY. The brief explanation of COPE is provided in Section III. On the other hand, BFLY uses knowledge of the local topologies by exchanging periodic messages that includes neighbors of nodes and source route information in the packet headers to exploit butterfly structures, hence coding paths, in wireless mesh networks. Similarly to COPE, BFLY stores native packets in an FIFO and decides which packets to code together at each transmission opportunity.
In our scheme, over the th network coding path, where , flow can be network coded with other flows. Without loss of generality, we can assume that a flow may be transmitted over the th network coding path without network coding; i.e.,
. A flow can be divided into network coded and non-network coded parts over a network coding path , where is the set of partitions of flow over its th network coding path. Each partition transmitted over hyperarc has one-to-one mapping with the th network code over such that , i.e., over , where is an injective function. Fig. 8 illustrates the problem with . The flow from source is transmitted over the link without network coding, and it is network coded over the links and . Over the network coding path, including the set of nodes , the flow rate is partitioned into network coded and non-network coded parts. The network coded part is combined with the corresponding part of the flow from source , transmitted over , and broadcast over . The other part is transmitted over and without network coding. Similar to the one-hop network coding in Example 1, if there is a mismatch between the coded parts of the rates of the two flows, network coding benefit is not fully exploited. The goal is to solve this problem, assuming a given multihop network coding scheme.
B. Problem Formulation
We consider the following NUM problem:
The NUM problem in (9) is similar to the one in (1) in terms of the objective functions, capacity, and interference constraints. 4 We only need to update the flow conservation constraint (the second constraint) and add the third constraint.
We introduce a new traffic splitting parameter that represents the percentage of the flow rate allocated to the th partition of flow over its th network coding path. The traffic splitting parameters should sum up to 1 according to the flow conservation constraint over each network coding path (the second constraint). Since there is a one-to-one mapping between the th partition and the th network code over , the traffic splitting parameters, and should be equal (the third constraint). This also implies the following equalities: .
C. Solution
We use Lagrangian relaxation to solve the optimization problem in (9) by relaxing the capacity constraint with Lagrange multipliers . We obtain the same Lagrange function in (2) . The Lagrange function is decomposed into the same subproblems as in (3)-(5), (7) , and (8) . The only different subproblem is the traffic splitting problem, which is expressed as
otherwise.
The objective function in (10) can be expanded to be , where is the set of hyperarcs that originate from the nodes in the th network coding path of flow . The two objective functions are equivalent considering the fact that the objective function in (10) is equal to zero for hyperarcs that are not originated from the nodes over the flow's network coding paths because the indicator functions are zero for those hyperarcs. Now, let represent the set of partitions of the flow over in its th network coding path. Then, and are equivalent due to the one-to-one mapping between the th partition and th network code over . Usage of instead of implies the following changes:
, and . Then, the problem reduces to
The objective function in (11) can be expressed as where , which is the subset of , contains the hyperarcs over which the th partition of the th network coding path of flow is transmitted. The two objective functions are equivalent because the indicator functions are zero for . Finally, the traffic splitting problem for
Similar to what we have done to solve (6), we use the proximal method [36] to solve this problem. 
D. Implementation
As we mentioned, for multihop network coding, we obtain the same Lagrange function in (2) . The Lagrange function is decomposed into the same subproblems as in (3)-(5), (7) , and (8) . The only different subproblem for the multihop network coding (as compared to the one-hop network coding) is the traffic splitting problem. We proposed its solution in (12) . Note that the traffic splitting parameter is estimated (as explained in Section V). We use the same approach (to estimate the traffic splitting parameter) in multihop network coding. Since the rest of the formulations (so the implementation) for multihop network coding are the same as for one-hop network coding, we directly apply our NCAQM implementation for multihop network coding.
E. Simulation Results
We evaluate the throughput of TCP over NCAQM compared to TCP over no network coding (noNC), which uses FIFO without network coding, and BFLY [2] , which utilizes knowledge of the local topologies by exchanging periodic messages that include neighbors of nodes and source route information in the packet headers to exploit butterfly structures in wireless mesh networks. We used the GloMoSim simulator [7] to implement the modules for two-hop network coding over wireless mesh networks (BFLY) as well as for our proposed scheme (NCAQM).
We simulate the butterfly topology shown in Fig. 8 in which two unicast flows and meet at intermediate node , nodes are placed over 300 300 m in butterfly-like structure, and a single channel is used for both uplink and downlink. We consider the same MAC update and wireless channel model as in Section VI. We consider FTP/TCP traffic over the wireless network. TCP flows, between the pairs of nodes described above, start at random times within the first 5 s and live until the end of the simulation. Fig. 9 (a) presents the average transport-level throughput versus buffer size. Similarly to the simulation results in Section VI, TCP+NCAQM improves throughput much more than TCP+BFLY. Specifically, when buffer size is 10 packets, the improvement of TCP+BFLY over TCP+noNC is 13%, the improvement of TCP+NCAQM over TCP+noNC is 30%, while the optimum improvement is 50%. When buffer size increases, we see that TCP+NCAQM approaches and exceeds the optimum; e.g., the improvement of TCP+NCAQM is 65% when buffer size is 30 packets, while it is 45% for TCP+BFLY.
This shows that the advantages of TCP+NCAQM also apply to two-hop network coded wireless mesh networks. Fig. 9 (b) presents the average transport-level throughput versus channel capacity. We can see that the improvement of TCP+NCAQM is larger than TCP+BFLY for all channel capacities, and it is especially significant for large channel capacities since TCP+NCAQM uses buffer more effectively and drops packets so that network coding opportunities increase.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we showed how to improve the performance of TCP over wireless networks with intersession network coding.
The key intuition was to eliminate the rate mismatch between the coded parts of flows through a synergy of rate control and queue management. First, we formulated an NUM problem and derived a distributed solution. Motivated by the structure of the solution, we proposed minimal modifications to queue management to make it network coding-aware, while TCP and MAC protocols remained intact. Simulation results show that the proposed NCAQM scheme doubles TCP performance compared to baseline schemes and achieves near-optimal performance. We have also extended the NUM formulation and solution to multihop network coding, and we have confirmed convergence through numerical calculations. The main ideas of this paper can potentially be extended from wireless mesh networks to wired networks with constructive intersession network coding.
APPENDIX A PROXIMAL METHOD
We use the proximal method [36] to solve the problem in (3). Accordingly, we rewrite (3) as s.t. (13) where is a constant and is an artificial variable of the proximal method [36] . Equation (13) is solved as an inner loop while solving (2) as on outer loop. In particular, we solve (2) iteratively, and we consider as the outer loop iteration number. At iteration , we should solve (13) for . The solution of (13) also requires another iteration (inner loop). We show the inner loop iterations with . At iteration , for , we set . Then, at each iteration , we solve (13) as , and , This continues until converges. Let us say at iteration ", converges. Then, we set ( "). The outer loop continues for . We use the same approach to solve (6) .
APPENDIX B NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present numerical results that demonstrate the convergence of the solutions of NUM problems for one-hop and multihop network coding. (d) Case II: Lagrange multipliers. The total achieved rate, i.e., throughput, approaches to the optimum throughput 0.66 for Case I, while the optimum throughput is 0.50 when there is no network coding. The total achieved rate approaches the optimum throughput 1.29 for Case II, while the optimum throughput is 0.80 when there is no network coding. Fig. 11 . Convergence results for the butterfly topology presented in Fig. 8 . (a) Case I: Achieved rate. (b) Case I: Lagrange multipliers. (c) Case II: Achieved rate. (d) Case II: Lagrange multipliers. The total achieved rate, i.e., throughput, approaches the optimum throughput 0.50 for Case I, while the optimum throughput is 0.33 when there is no network coding. The total achieved rate approaches the optimum throughput 1.14 for Case II, while the optimum throughput is 0.66 when there is no network coding.
A. One-Hop Network Coding
We consider the X topology presented in Fig. 1 . We consider two cases with different wireless channel capacities.
Case I: The channel capacities of all links are the same and 1 (we omit the units for brevity in this section).
Case II: The channel capacities of the links between nodes , , and are 1, and the channel capacities of the links between nodes , , and are 4. In both cases, the total rate approaches to the optimum achievable rates: 0.66 and 1.29 as seen in Fig. 10(a) and (c). We also show results for the convergence of the Lagrange multipliers for both cases in Fig. 10(b) and (d) .
B. Multihop Network Coding

